What do your patients think about you?

DrScore’s online patient satisfaction survey gives medical professionals the tools they need to measure and improve the care they provide in simple and effective ways.

Completely anonymous and easy to use, DrScore’s scientifically validated online surveys give you the results you need to grow as medical professionals. Detailed reports of patient feedback, delivered monthly to your practice, analyze your patients’ feedback in clear and easy to understand charts. Actionable items tell you where you need to improve and an intuitive flag system lets you quickly track your progress over time.

Start collecting online patient satisfaction feedback for as little as $149 a year.
WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF WEB-BASED PATIENT SATISFACTION SURVEYS AND REPORTS

Online, hassle-free and easy to use, the DrScore Survey and Reporting tool gives medical practices an efficient and effective way to measure patient satisfaction. Based on proven research methodologies, DrScore’s online tool is leading the path for surveys that ensure patient anonymity and minimize the burden of physicians and medical practices.

SIMPLE, INTUITIVE & FAST FOR PATIENTS
All your patients have to do is follow the easy prompts as they fill out the DrScore survey — and it only takes three to five minutes.

BENCHMARKS FOR COMPARISON
DrScore gives you benchmarks by which you can compare your practice to other physicians — in general, and by specialty.

PATIENT ANONYMITY
No matter how many times you tell your patients that their answers are anonymous, if they’re filling out a survey in your office, they’ll always wonder. With DrScore, there’s no question — leaving your patients free to say what they really think.

TRACK YOUR RESULTS OVER TIME
With DrScore, you receive results every month so you can see what’s working and what’s not.

TAKE ACTION WITH DETAILED REPORTS
Use the DrScore reports to take action and define points of excellence and points for improvement.

Learn more online at www.DrScore.com.
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PATIENTS SPEAK, DOCTORS LISTEN